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APPENDIX B 

Acknowledgment of Confidentiality Rulemaking 22-03-016 
 
 
I hereby acknowledge that I have received and read a copy of the foregoing 

Protective Order in the above-captioned proceeding, and I understand it. I agree 

that I am bound by the Protective Order and that I shall not disclose or use 

Confidential Documents or Confidential Information, except as allowed by the 

Protective Order. 

 
I acknowledge that a violation of the Protective Order is a violation of an 

order of the California Public Utilities Commission. 

 
I certify that I am not involved in Competitive Decision-Making. Without 

limiting the foregoing, to the extent that I have any employment, affiliation, or 

role with any person or entity other than a conventional private law firm (such 

as, but not limited to, a lobbying or advocacy organization), I acknowledge 

specifically that my access to any information obtained as a result of the 

Protective Order is due solely to my capacity as Counsel or Outside Consultant 

to a party of the foregoing Protective Order and agree that I will not use such 

information in any other capacity. I certify that I have verified that there are in 

place procedures at my firm or office to prevent unauthorized disclosure of 

Confidential Documents and Confidential Information. 

 
Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined shall have the 

meanings ascribed to them in the Protective Order. 
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[Fill in and initial the following as appropriate]: I certify that I seek 

access to Confidential Information and Confidential Documents, on behalf of the 

following party:  

Pacific Bell Telephone Company d/b/a AT&T California (U 1001 C) (“AT&T California), and its 
affiliates AT&T Corp. (U 5002 C), Teleport Communications America, LLC (U 5454 C), 
AT&T Mobility LLC (New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC (U 3060 C), AT&T Mobility Wireless 
Operations Holdings, Inc. (U 3021 C), and Santa Barbara Cellular Systems, Ltd. (U 3015 C)) 
(collectively referred to hereinafter as “AT&T”) 

and in the following role: 

 In-house Counsel or Employee of a Respondent Carrier Party 

identified above, or a Reviewing Representative, seeking access to Confidential 

Documents and Confidential Information only. 

Outside Counsel or Outside Consultant retained by the Carrier Party 

identified above, or an employee of such Carrier Party’s Outside Counsel or 

Outside Consultant, seeking access to Confidential Documents and 

Confidential Information. 

 Representative of, a Non-Carrier Party, including but not limited 

to Counsel, Outside Consultant and Employee of that Non-Carrier Party. 

Executed this    day of  , 2022. 

[Name] 

[Position and Company] 

[Address] 

[Telephone] 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 


